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Colonial Glass celebrates three generations of success; announces new 
CEO Zachary Weiner.
Colonial Glass has enjoyed over 80 years of doing business in Brooklyn, New York, always on the 
cutting edge of glazing technologies. In 2008, Colonial Glass Solutions proudly announced its new 
CEO, Zachary Weiner; grandson of founder, Ben Weiner, son of Abe and nephew of George.  

Dear Customer,

With our management team, Jim Fairley running the plant, Marie Staub heading up sales and 
customer service, and John Cingari overseeing financial matters, the new team at Colonial is 
successfully implementing many progressive changes: 

      INSULSTEEL ® Insulating Glass
 We manufacture triple-seal IG up to 86 x 144, using GE neutral-cure silicone.  You can use INSULSTEEL 
 everywhere, including 4-sided structural glazing and available with grey and black spacers.
      SPANSTEEL ® Spandrel Glass
             We are proud to announce Colonials appointment as a Certified Manufacturer of ICD 
  OPACI-COAT 300 ®.
      GLASSTEEL ® Tempered Entrance Doors and Glass
 Entry glass solutions equipped with DORMA Architectural Hardware combines strength 
 with elegance and will allow us to cut our lead times in half. As always we will offer CRL 
 Architectural Hardware.
      GLASSTEEL ® Security Glass
      GLASSTEEL ® Shower Doors

     GREEN Initiatives Include: 
 - A comprehensive glass recycling program encompasses between 10% - 30% of the 
   float glass that we purchase is recycled and 100% of our cutoffs/waste is recycled. 
 - Colonial took a lead position by investing in a natural gas cogeneration system that
          has taken the factory off the grid since 2000.  This visionary strategy dramatically reduces
          our draw on NYC’s precious electricity and enables Colonial to operate regardless of
         demand on the grid.
 - OPACI-COAT-300 ® - zero-VOC metal free glass coatings that control daylight 
   while eliminating the pollutants and harmful emissions of traditional coatings.
 - Edgetech – Edgetech’s TriSeal Structural Foam SuperSpacer® system 
   reduces heat loss, keeps cold out, 
   and prevents moisture seepage and infiltration, preventing growth of mold and bacteria.  

We are moving forward with a commitment to providing reliable service and quality products.  
Colonial is anticipating the needs of our customers by creating solutions for conserving resources 
and improving performance.

Completing the circle of products for our architectural glazing customers.
 
Sincerely,

Zachary Weiner
Chief Executive Officer


